FlexCartTM Products Catalogue
FlexCart Company designs Six Sigma based cart systems for maintenance professionals. Our first product,
the FlexCart FC-100 Engineering Cart was the result of a two-year partnership with three major facilities
companies to develop the most functional and efficient engineering cart possible. This cart is now in
service with thousands of maintenance professionals across North America and enjoys a 100% satisfaction
rating. Since the FC-100, FlexCart has developed 8 additional carts and other products designed to serve
the needs of nearly all types of facilities maintenance professionals.

All of our carts include the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Narrow, light and very maneuverable.
Manageable size with lots of storage space.
Quiet, durable, nonmarring, lockable wheels.
Locks completely with provided pad locks.
Padded drawers and fabric tool holders
provide quiet operation.
Durable metal construction.
Removable trash bin.
Built-in vise clamp.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Labeled pockets allow tools to be tracked.
Drawers come with parts organizing bins.
Includes our tool bag carried in the handle.
A ladder hook carries up to a 6’ ladder.
Fabric pocket panel on the side provides a
large storage area for a multitude of items.
Two large storage areas on the bottom.
Dimensions: 14.5” W x 37.5” L x 45” H
All carts available with or without tools.

FC-100 - Engineering Cart
This is our original, award winning,
stainless steel engineering cart. In
addition to the above features this
cart also includes a locking front tool
compartment that comes complete
with labeled fabric tool holders
designed to carry the larger,
standard tools typically needed by
most engineers. This cart, as well as
our others, has been proven to
increase the productivity of the
engineer using it by an average of
40%.
FC-100WT (With tools): Grainger#: 35XR82
FC-100NT (No tools): Grainger#: 35XR83
Currently in stock.
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FC-100CS
This cart has features that are
exactly the same as our original FC100 cart above accept it is made of
all powder-coated carbon steel. It
features a very attractive silver
coating in place of the stainless steel
and provides all of the functionality
at a lower price point.

FC-100CSWT (With tools)
FC-100CSNT (No tools)
Available June 2018.
Grainger part numbers coming soon.

FC-200 - Tradesmen’s Cart
This cart includes all of the features listed
above. The FC-200 is the same size as the
FC-100. The only difference is that the front
tool compartment has been removed and
the drawers widened to fill in the space.
The FC-200 is a great, all-purpose cart design
that works well for general maintenance,
tradespeople and special purposes. It
includes heavy duty drawer slides on the 3
and 4” drawers to handle tougher
applications.
FC-200WAT (With all tools)
FC-200WBT (With tool bag tools)
FC-200NT (No tools)
Currently in stock.
Available through Grainger Sourcing. Grainger part
numbers coming soon.
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FC-300 Painter’s and Large Equip. Cart

This cart has the same structure as the FC-200 except
the bottom 4 drawers have been removed and this area
is covered by two large locking doors. The FC-300 is sold
in 2 models: First, a Painter’s cart. In this configuration
the large cabinet area accommodates two 5-gallon paint
buckets or up to eight 1-gallon cans and the tool bag is
replaced by a special storage bin. In the 2nd
configuration (shown in the photo) the tool bag is
provided and the storage area is used to store and
transport larger pieces of equipment. Painter’s Cart:
FC-300PCWT (With painter’s tools)
FC-300PCNT (No tools)
Large Equipment:
FC-300LEWBT (With tool bag tools)
FC-300LENT (No tools)
Available May 2018.
Grainger part numbers coming soon.

FC-400 Painter’s and Large Equip. Cart
This cart is very similar to the FC-300 above except the
storage cabinet is smaller allowing room for four
drawers instead of three, adding a 4” drawer just above
the cabinet. The FC-400PC provides another option to
professional painters who use gallon cans instead of 5gallon buckets. This cart can carry more than eight 1gallon cans. Just like the FC-300, the FC-400LE is also
designed for technicians who need to carry larger pieces
of equipment such as Carpenters, Bio-Med, locksmiths,
IT and others. The FC-400LBC is set up as a light bulb
cart. In this model the tool bag is removed and the
space inside of the handle is redesigned to carry a large
box of 4’ lightbulbs. Addtinally a ladder is carried on the
front. There is also ample room for other bulbs, ballasts
and lighting parts in the drawers, cabinet and fabric
pockets.
Painter’s Cart:
FC-400PCWT (With Painter’s tools)
FC-400PCNT (No tools)
Multi-Purpose Cart:
FC-400WAT (No all tools)
FC-400WBT (With tool bag tools)
FC-400NT (No tools)
Light Bulb Cart:
FC-400LBC (No tools)
All Currently in stock.
Available through Grainger Sourcing. Grainger part
numbers coming soon.
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FC-50 FlexKit

TM

The FlexKit is a small, suitcase sized, light-weight, quick call
engineering cart that was designed with significant input from
hundreds of engineering professionals across North America. It
was designed to deliver as many of the features and functions of
our award winning FlexCart Engineering Cart as possible while
maintaining a small, very portable size that is easily carried upstairs and loaded into the back of a golf car or other vehicle. It
features a light-weight aluminum body with three specially
designed, patent pending parts boxes. The FlexKit has durable
4” wheels with precision bearings, a light-weight, but strong
extendable handle, A locking tool bag cover, a locking system for
the parts boxes and a pre-attached cable for securing the entire
cart in a particular location. The top of the cart accommodates
our very popular FlexCart Tool Bag. Around the outside of the
FlexKit pockets are situated that are sized to carry commonly
needed larger tools. It also includes two hooks on the front for
carrying a 2’ step ladder and it includes an integrated CleanCase
Hidden PlungerTM carrier. Its dimensions are: 14” x 16” x 24”.
FC-50NT (No tool bag or tools)
FC-50WTNT (With tool bag, no tools)
FC-50WT (With tool bag and tools) (shown in photo.)
Currently In Stock. Available through Grainger Sourcing.
Grainger part numbers coming soon.

CleanCase Hidden Plunger .
TM

We have spent thousands of hours talking with Engineers about their work.
One of the most commonly discussed issues is the uncomfortable nature of
transporting a plunger though their facility, which is generally done either in a
bucket or a trash bag. in both of these cases it is obvious to the patient, guest
or tenant what the Engineer is carrying and as a result causes an
uncomfortable situation for them and the Engineer. The CleanCase Hidden
PlungerTM is brand new approach to the plunger and how it is carried and
used in a facility environment. It disguises the plunger in a special case and
allows it to be carried through the facility without anyone knowing what it is.
It also carries the plunger in a more sanitary manner, first by covering the
plunger head with a special plastic bag and then by encasing it in a patent
pending case with a handle on top. The CleanCase comes with 30 plunger
head bags, which are also available for purchase separately. The included
plunger tool is also innovatively designed to be a more professional, better
functioning tool. It has a high-quality plunging head and a unique padded,
ergonomic handle that extends to a length of 25” (normal handles are 17”)
keeping the operator back and away from the problem they are addressing.
Part Number: FC-CC
Currently In Stock. Available through Grainger Sourcing. Grainger part
numbers coming soon.
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